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MAXHUB at ISE 24, Hall/Booth 2P300 

 

MAXHUB presents the innovative all-in-one Commercial Display CMD Series and a range of new 

products with integrated design at ISE 

 

MAXHUB, a global leader in integrated communication and display solutions, will launch the innovative 

all-in-one Commercial Display CMD Series, the Teams-certified MAXHUB XT Series for Microsoft Teams 

Rooms, and a host of new integrated design products ranging from LED solutions to unified 

communication solutions at ISE (30 January - 2 February 2024, Gran Vía, Fira Barcelona, Spain). 

 

MAXHUB Commercial Display CMD Series 

The MAXHUB CMD Series is an all-in-one commercial display designed for collaboration in small to 

medium sized meeting rooms. This series revolutionises the meeting experience by combining a 

monitor, camera, microphone, speakers and operating system into a single integrated device. Say 

goodbye to the hassle of juggling multiple devices for collaboration needs. With its integrated design, 

the MAXHUB CMD Series transforms meetings by seamlessly integrating all essential collaboration 

tools, resulting in a smoother and more productive workflow. With no additional purchases required, 

this not only reduces acquisition costs, but also simplifies the installation process and ongoing 

maintenance. Experience an unparalleled collaboration experience with the MAXHUB CMD Series. It 

supports wireless BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) connectivity, exceptional audio performance 

supported by an 8-array microphone with an 8-metre pickup range, and premium video performance 

that brings an in-person experience to every interaction. 

 

MAXHUB XT Series for Microsoft Teams Rooms 

MAXHUB XT Series for Microsoft Teams Rooms includes the XCore Kit and two UC peripherals, S07 and 

W31, all certified for Microsoft Teams. The entry-level MAXHUB XCore Kit is designed to seamlessly 

upgrade small and medium-sized BYOD rooms to fully certified Microsoft Teams Rooms. This ensures 

maximum cost efficiency while enhancing the collaboration experience for hybrid teams. The XT Series 

offers a complete Teams Rooms solution with a console kit, multiple camera options, speakerphone 

and optional display choices. Easily transform your BYOD meeting rooms into efficient and certified 

Microsoft Teams Rooms. 
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MAXHUB Videobar UC S15 

The MAXHUB UC S15 is an all-in-one video bar designed specifically for huddle rooms and small 

meeting spaces. It supports both wired and wireless BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) connectivity, as 

well as wireless projection capabilities. The MAXHUB UC S15 has a built-in 4K camera with advanced 

AI features such as auto framing, speaker tracking, intelligent framing and more. AI noise reduction 

effectively filters out background noise such as tapping, typing, or doors closing, creating a distraction-

free environment that keeps the focus where it should be - on you. Elevate control with MAXHUB Pivot, 

allowing IT managers to effortlessly monitor, control and update all meeting room devices, including 

the S15, remotely. 

 

MAXHUB’s Integrated LED Solutions 

Experience the epitome of versatility with MAXHUB's integrated LED solutions, designed to meet a 

wide range of indoor and outdoor display requirements. From impeccable display design and setup 

capabilities to seamless compatibility with external sources, MAXHUB offers a range of state-of-the-

art LED displays tailored for different locations. Great content deserves to be seen everywhere, 

whether in meeting rooms, auditoriums, shopping malls or entertainment venues. MAXHUB's 

integrated LED solutions allow your content to go places. With cutting-edge design and technology, 

MAXHUB ensures a seamless journey from purchase to setup, maintenance and final display. Discover 

unparalleled display quality that improves productivity and collaboration. 

 

MAXHUB presents a carefully curated range of LED displays to suit different set-up and location 

requirements. These include  

- All-in-One LED Display: Raptor Series, Raptor Series - Ultra Wide 

- Indoor Fine Pixel Pitch LED Display: CM27, GV27, GH31 

- Outdoor LED Display: YM53 

 

Highly compatible with MAXHUB's extensive range of products such as speakerphones, PTZ cameras 

and the Smart Lectern, MAXHUB's integrated LED solutions reduce the hassle of sourcing supporting 

equipment, devices or applications. Own a MAXHUB LED display and unlock a network of tools that 

are cost-effective and versatile enough to meet all your collaboration needs. 

 

To learn more about MAXHUB products and solutions, please visit https://www.maxhub.com/   
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series-and-a-range-of-new-products-with-integrated-design-at-ise/  
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About MAXHUB 

MAXHUB is an industry leader in smart displays and audiovisual technology, focusing on communication and collaboration. 

As an R&D-led organisation, they develop a range of industry-leading solutions that help keep people seamlessly connected 

and make teamwork more efficient and effective. 

For more information, visit MAXHUB at www.maxhub.com. 
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